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Figure 1. Typical lidar
return signals when ice
crystals are present.
2105Z, 15 December 1976.

Lidar and replication studies of
ice crystal precipitation at the

South Pole
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A lidar (optical radar) and an ice crystal replicator were
set up at South Pole Station for the austral summer of
1976-1977. The lidar sends an intense pulse of light from a
dye laser vertically into the atmosphere and detects light
that is backscattered from aerosols in the troposphere as a
function of altitude.

The lidar polarizes the output laser beam and can detect
if the backscattering has depolarized the beam. In general,
this allows one to discriminate between scattering from
spherical and nonspherical particles. Scattering from air
molecules, considered spherical, and from spherical water
drops does not change the polarization, thus returning a
signal that is polarized in the same plane as the transmitted
beam. Nonspherical particles, ice crystals, and most aerosols
depolarize the backscatter radiation. This light is detected
in both receiver channels, the one polarized parallel and the
other polarized perpendicular to the transmitted beam.

*Now at the Office of U.S. Naval Research, 223 Old Marylebone
Rd., London, NW1 5th, England.
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The ice crystal replicator makes replicas in formvar of ice
crystals that reach the surface. Their shapes, sizes, and
growth patterns provide information on their growth time
and habitat. Size and number distributions also can be
determined.

The lidar was installed on the top floor of the Skylab
building and linked to the HP2 100S computer in the science
building, where the data were recorded on magnetic tape.

Figure 1 shows a typical return signal when ice crystals are
present. The return signals from both the parallel and the
perpendicular channels start or have their leading edges at
the same altitude. This indicates that depolarization of the
return signal is immediate, not from multiple scattering and
that the scattering particle is nonspherical or ice. The per-
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Figure 2. Typical lidar return from a water drop cloud.
2110Z, 12 December 1976.
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cent ot depolarization in the return signal is also nearly con-
stant with respect to penetration depths of the cloud.

In figure 2 the altitude at which the signal is received in
the perpendicular channel is not at the same altitude as the
signal in the parallel channel. There is a lag in the perpen-
dicular channel, which indicates that depolarization is due
to multiple scattering from spherical particles in cloud
drops. Also, the percentage of depolarization in the return
signal is not constant. It starts at a low value at the first
penetration of the cloud and slowly increases as the beam
goes farther into the cloud. With this deeper penetration,
multiple scattering back to the receiver is more likely to oc-
cur.

This work was supported by National Science Foundation
grant o pp 74-04990.

Acoustic sounder operations at
South Pole Station
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An acoustic sounder was in operation at South Pole Sta-
tion throughout 1975 (Neff and Hall, 1976 a, b). In the
backscatter mode, sound waves are scattered by small-scale
thermal fluctuations, thus defining the location of turbulent
inversion layers. At other scattering angles turbulent veloci-
ty fluctuations also contribute, giving a measure of the in-
tensity of the small-scale turbulence and its spatial distribu-
tion. The mean motion of the air volume advecting the
small-scale eddies also induces a Doppler shift that can be
detected using either analog or digital computer techniques.

During January and February 1977, we set up a sounding
system, utilizing bistatic geometry and Doppler principles,
at Amundsen-Scott South Pole station to study the tur-
bulence structure and evolution of the statically stable
boundary layer over the ice plateau. Because waves and
dynamical instabilities are an ever present feature of such
layers, we installed a sensitive pressure sensor array to track
the movement of such events across the site. We also
mounted a sensor on the 8-meter micrometeorological mast
to measure the root mean square (RMs) temperature dif-
ference between two platinum wire probes spaced 20 cen-
timeters apart in the horizontal. The so-called structure
parameter, CT, derived from this measurement is a function
of the surface heat flux and allows us to correlate surface
events with waves and instabilities aloft as seen by the
sounder. All these sensors are shown schematically in figure
1.

The sounders operated in the bistatic mode for a few days
prior to the departure of summer personnel. From these
data we have determined that the elevated scattering layers
documented during 1975 are the result of turbulence oc-

curring within an essentially laminar flow. Since the upper-
most of these multiple layers marks the top of the inversion
(or the bottom of the isothermal layer), this implies that the
inversion depth is not always determined by the effects of
surface friction and "eddy diffusive" effects, but depends at
times on larger scale dynamics. However, the acoustic
sounder does allow one to identify the surface layer within
the deeper inversion and will provide a means of testing
theories that relate the depth of this layer to surface
parameters.

During a short portion of the recording we obtained Dop-
pler information from the tilted (15 0 from the vertical)
monostatic sounder. In this mode the velocity component
along the beam is given by

vBeam = vHor sin 15° + wcos 15°

Since the vertical velocity, w, averages to zero, this allows
one to determine the mean wind component along the
beam. The fluctuations in horizontal velocity are also
weighted by sin 15 0 or a factor of 0.26. We calculated the
mean wind for the turbulent breaking wave case shown in
figure 2, and found a value near 4.5 meters per second.

Figure 1. Site plan showing the locations of the acoustic
sounders, microbarographs, and micrometeorological mast
relative to the new Clean Air Facility (CAF) at South Pole Sta-
tion. The main station is 200 meters to the left (to the west)

of the sounders.
South Pole Acoustic Sounder
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Figure 2. Acoustic sounder facsimile recording obtained
on 10 February 1977 at South Pole Station.
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